PERFORMANCE

Visualization
is an art.

Seeing is believing.
We handle a lot of data inputs daily. Visualizing it in a
simple way, making it understandable and above all
reaching the audience is key. It’s by seeing we believe.
By visualizing the performance of your business and
cascading it down to the different levels of KPI:s we want
to make you more efficient. Using modern but simple
visual management tools with a true special attention to
details xcellence offers you a multiple selection of visual
performance tools to raise the level of your business.
Whether it be different kinds of boards, digital screens or
print-outs xcellence has a solution for you. Tailor made to
fit the purpose and the graphical profile of your business.
A LEAN-board of your own choice with clarity can work
wonders for giving directions to your employees on how
you’re performing (and can improve). Or a cool Project
Management-board with clear tasks and time lines to
make sure you deliver on time. Maybe a sophisticated
newsletter to connect employees with performance?
We think less is more and can replace many of your old,
cluttered tools with simplified and modern, visual
displays to create a sense of freshness. Often by just
doing something new people start noticing and ignites
the much needed spark to improve in the daily work. So,
what are you waiting for?

Visual Management
Our creativity is at your service.

Whiteboards using colored magnets,
pens, post-its, frames, etc. to visualize
performance and projects.

Digital tools with simplified data to be
displayed as print-outs on boards or
directly on screens.

Communication tools such as portals
and newsletters to connect employees
with performance.

Strategy boards to link departmental
targets with business targets, policies
and corporate values.

This is xcellence.
xcellence LEAN Consulting is your consultant partner for
accelerating growth and taking your business to the next
level in terms of operational excellence and management
consulting.
We’re a team of dedicated and experienced individuals
with proven track records when it comes to LEAN and
business strategy. We focus on People, Process and
Performance which are the building blocks for our way
forward empowering your business.
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